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Abstract 
Given a zero-dimensional subscheme X of P’, we bound the number of points in the support 
of X which have maximal degree in X. For reduced schemes X, this yields a lower bound 
for the colength of the conductor .B of the homogeneous coordinate ring R of X in its in- 
tegral closure R. This bound is attained by Castelnuovo sets for which we calculate /(R/3) 
explicitly. 
Using the canomcal decomposition of X, WC also show a sharp upper bound for /(R!.P). 
Applications include estimates for the singularity degree /(R/R) and the superabundance /(R/R)- 
/(R/S) of X. @ 1998 Elscvier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Mrrtit. Subj. Ckrss.: Primzuy 14M07; secondary 14C99; l3D40 
0. Introduction 
For a zero-dimensional subscheme X 2 P2, various numerical invariants can be read- 
ily defined and have been studied classically. For instance, Castelnuovo examined the 
postulation of point sets arising by taking hyperplane sections of space curves (cf. [I]). 
Nowadays, one refers to the Hilbert function of X instead and calls its first difference 
function the Custelnuocw ,fimc.tion AHx of X (cf. [2]). All possible Castelnuovo func- 
tions have been classified. Among all zero-dimensional schemes X having a specified 
Castelnuovo function, Custrlnuo~~o sets are obtained by lifting lex-segment monomial 
ideals and have simple geometrical realizations (cf. Definition 1.3 and Example 1.4). 
Other invariants come into play, if one looks at the Cayley-Bacharach property of IX. 
if P E Supp X and Y C X is a generic subscheme of colength one differing from X 
only at P, we call the least degree of a curve containing V but not X the c/q~c c!f’P 
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in X. The degrees of the points of a Castelnuovo set can be computed purely from its 
Castelnuovo function (cf. Proposition 1.9 and Example 1 .lO). In fact, Castelnuovo sets 
are extremal among all zero-dimensional schemes with a fixed Castelnuovo function 
in that they have the maximal number of points of bounded degree. This is shown in 
Section 2 and generalizes the corresponding statement for reduced schemes (cf. [ 131). 
Since, generically, one expects that all points have maximal degree, it follows that 
Castelnuovo sets are very “special” zero-dimensional schemes. 
On the algebraic side, given a reduced zero-dimensional subscheme X C P2 with 
homogeneous coordinate ring R, one may look at the integral closure R of R in its full 
ring of quotients, and at the conductor ideal 3 C R of R in R. The first description of 3 
in terms of the degrees of the points was given in [ 121. The colength /(R/3) of 3 is 
another invariant of X which was studied classically, e.g. by Gorenstein in a similar 
situation (cf. [3]). Using the formula 
~(R/iY= c deg,(P) - c i . Ah(i) 
P Esupp x 120 
(cf. Corollary 4.4(b)), we can show that for a given Castelnuovo function, the conductor 
colength is minimalized by Castelnuovo sets. We go on to provide a sharp upper bound 
for [(R/g) as well (cf. Proposition 4.5(b)). 
To prove this bound, we need to introduce and study the cunonical cl~cnm~>osi- 
tion of a reduced zero-dimensional subscheme X C P* in Section 3. Starting from 
a decomposition of the Castelnuovo function AHw into IU~LJYS AHi of decreasing 
type, one gets a corresponding decomposition 5% = Xc’) u. . LJX(“’ such that X(‘) has 
Castelnuovo function AH; (cf. Definition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2). We relate the de- 
grees of the points of X(‘) to their degree in X (cf. Proposition 3.5) and construct 
for each Castelnuovo function a reduced zero-dimensional scheme X whose canonical 
components are CayleyyBacharach schemes, i.e. are such that deg,,,,(P) is maximal 
for all P E Supp X(‘) (cf. Proposition 3.6). 
Finally, we consider the .singuhity d~~~~~ll.w /(R/R) and the superubundunce 6~ = 
/(E/R) - [(R/8) = L@/z) ~ 2/(R/;‘y) of X. The first invariant is nothing but the usual 
singularity degree of the afine cone over X at its vertex, while the second one takes its 
name from the inequality 2/(R/%) 5 ((R/3) w ICI was first shown in [9] for the local h‘ I 
situation. In our graded case, we are able to refine this into 6~ > 6!, 2 0 with a quantity 
6; depending only on AHx (cf. Proposition 4.8). Moreover, the equality (5, = 6; charac- 
terizes CayleyyBacharach schemes, and the equality Sl, = 0 characterizes the symmetry 
of AHw, so that altogether CSX; = 0 characterizes arithmetically Gorenstein schemes, in 
generalization of Gorenstein’s original result (cf. [3, Theorem 61). The other extreme 
for the superabundance is again provided by Castelnuovo sets (cf. Proposition 4.8(a) 
and Corollary 4.9). Applications include a characterization of Castelnuovo functions 
AHx which force X to be a Cayley-Bacharach scheme (cf. Corollary 2.5) resp. which 
force every canonical component of X to be a Cayley-Bacharach scheme 
(cf. Proposition 4.10). 
1. Castelnuovo schemes 
In this paper we work over an algebraically closed field K of arbitrary charac- 
teristic. By P* we denote the projective plane over K. For a zero-dimensional sub- 
scheme X C P’, we let Ix 2 K[Xo,Xt,X2] be its saturated homogeneous vanishing 
ideal, and R = K[Xo,.%‘,,X2]/Ix its homogeneous coordinate ring. It is well-known that 
R = @,,>O R,, is a standard graded K-algebra whose Hilbert function Hm : Z + N 
(n H d&&R,,) satisfies Hx(n)=O for n<O and 
1 =Hx(0)<Hx(l)< ... <H~;(~JF;)< degX=Hx(ox + I)=Hx(gx +2)== ... 
for some number gx 2 - 1. We shall also consider the number xx = min{n E N ) (Ix),, 
# 0). It is well-known that gx > xx - 2. 
We may choose the coordinates {Xo,Xt,X,} such that the line 3(X,) does not 
contain any point of Supp X. Then x0 =X0 + Ix E RI is not a zero divisor of the one- 
dimensional Cohen-Macaulay ring R. Thus, R = R/(x0) is a finite K-algebra. Its Hilbert 
function HE= AHx : Z + N (n H Hm(n)-Hx(n- 1)) is called the Custrlnuouo function 
of X. The following properties of AHx follow easily from Macaulay’s characterization 
of Hilbert functions of standard graded algebras (cf. e.g. [2, 2.11). 
Proposition 1.1. (a) AH%(n)= 0,fbr n<O, 
(b) AHx(n)=n + 1 [f’und only frz~ {O,...,ccx - l}, 
(c) AHx(n) 2 AHx(n+ I)@ 1% - 1 <n<ox + 1, 
(d) AHx(ax + l)>O, und 
(e) AHx(n)=O,fbr n>ax + 1. 
Since, as we shall recall below, those properties actually characterize all possible 
functions AHx, we introduce the following notion. 
Definition 1.2. Let ah > 1, 01, 2 ‘& - 2, and h : Z + N (n H h,,) be such that 
(a) h,, = 0 for 17 <O, 
(b) h,, = n + 1 if and only if n E (0,. , ‘xh - I}, 
cc> A?, 2 h/,+1 for xh ~ 1 <nloh + 1, 
(d) &,+I >Q and 
(e) h,, =o for n>gh + 1. 
Then h is called a Custehmot;o ,fiinction with invariants !xh and ch. 
Given a function h like this, we introduce the following zero-dimensional subschemes 
of P2 which will be our objects of study throughout this section. 
Definition 1.3. Let h: ?? --f N be a Castelnuovo function with invariants c(h and ch, 
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The reduced zero-dimensional subscheme 
~(h):={(1:.~;:tj)~~2/O~i+,j<(T~+1,0~,j<h;+~} 
is called the Castrlnuoao set for h with parameters so,. . ,s,,,+l and to >.~.>tcz-l. 
Example 1.4. Let char(K) = 0 and h : Z + N such that %h = 3, oh = 3, ha = 1, hl = 2, 
h~=h3=3,andh~=1.Then,choosingsj=iandt,=jfori=0 ,..., 4andj=0,1,2, 
we obtain Castelnuovo set X(h) as shown in Fig. 1. 
Obviously hi is the number of points chosen on the diagonal x + y = i, starting with 
the one on the x-axis. 
The ubiquity of Castelnuovo sets comes from Hartshome’s method for lifting lex- 
segment monomial ideals (cf. [S]). An elementary proof of the next theorem follows 
from [4, 2.21. 
Theorem 1.5. Gicen u Custehiono ,firnr.tion h n,ith incuriants ?!h and oh, us ed us 
paincise distinct elements so, , .s~~,_~ 1 E K und 10, . 1 t,,,_I E K, the Cmtrlnuovo set 
X(h) ji)r h \r+th those purrrmrtrrs hs Custrlnuoro .fimction AHx = h. 
Example 1.6. Let us label the points with integer coordinates in Example 1.4 as shown 
in Fig. 2. 
The points “0” at the convex corners of the shaded area correspond to the monomials 
X~,X:X2,X~X~,X.. Since m(O) = 5, m( 1) = 4, m(2) = 4, m(3) = 3, those monomials are 
exactly the generators ,f& , ,f; of Jx. 
In fact, Castelnuovo sets of the form X(h) do not only have the correct Hilbert 
function, but they form very special sets of points with that Hilbert function. ln the 
sequel we shall show that for a number of invariants, they attain extremal values. 
Definition 1.7. (a) Let X C P2 be a zero-dimensional subscheme. If V C X is a sub- 
scheme of colength one, i.e. with dcg W = deg X ~ 1, then the vanishing ideal Iv of V 
Fig. 2 
contains Ix and its image Ib M := 7, C R in the coordinate ring R of X satisfies 
dimk(/T, x) = 
i 
I for t7>q x, 
0 otherwise 
for some gyiX > 0. This number 2~y.x is called the u’qrw oj V in XL. 
(b) A nonzero element of (Iv,,~)~_ is called a minimd sqx~ator oJ‘ Q’ in X. 
(c) For P E Supp W, the dqrrr of P in X is defined as 
deg,(P):=max{xr x 1 Y 2 X subscheme of colength one, C’v,p # Px.p}. 
Remark 1.8. Let X C P’ be a zero-dimensional subscheme and V’ C: X a subscheme 
of colength one with minimal separator ,fb E R. 
(a) The ring S := R/(x0 - 1) is the affine coordinate ring of X in A’ = D+(&). Under 
the canonical isomorphism S z HO(X, Px) ” nPESuppX PXJ, the residue classes (i.e. 
the dehomogenization w.r.t. X0) of minimal separators of V correspond one-to-one to 
elements of the form (0,. . . , 0, sp, 0,. , 0) where sp E G( (cx,p) = {Y E C ~,,a / Y 1 tllx,p = 
0) is a nonzero socle element. The ideal of V’ in S is K . (0.. , O,s,, 0,. . _, 0). 
(b) Let P ~Supp X. Using the map @: R&S = R~(.Q ~ 1) 1! nYtsuppX C~,Q ‘2’ 
Icx.p “2 C’~,,~/m~,p = K we can form the value r(P) = Q(Y) E K of Y at P for each 
YE R. If YER,,, then 
This follows from the fact that cIR,, is injective (cf. [lo, Section 11). 
(c) We have (TY I (T:& and Y\,IX <a~ + 1. In particular, O< deg,(P)< cix + 1 for 
every P E Supp X. 
For Castelnuovo sets, we can determine the degree of each point in a simple way. 
Proposition 1.9. Let h hc> u Custrhuot.o ~fimction l,,ith imariants cq, mu oh. und /et 
X(h) he tile Custelnumo set H’ith purun~rters sg, ,.s~,~+ 1 mrl to, , t,,,_ 1. Thm tht> 
point P = ( 1 : s,, : t(, ) E Supp X(h) /IUS 4kqr.w 
deg,,,,(O = max{n 2 wT I h, >q) 
164 B. Kreurrr. M. Kwu~crl Journtrl of’ Purr crntl Applicti Alphra 131 (1998) 159-177 
v, Vl vp-1 
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In particulrrr, this degrrr &pu& only on (I. i.e. ull points oj’ X(h) on thr line 
3(X2 - t4XO) have the sun~e ckyrrc. 
Proof. In the first step, we show that the point P = (1 : SO : to) has maximal degree 
deg,(,,(P) = 01~ + 1. Suppose degXoj (P) 5 ch. Then there is a curve of degree o-1, 
containing X(h)\(P), b u not P. This curve meets the line 27(X, -to&) in the U/~ + 1 t 
points (1 : SI : to), , (1 : s,,,+ 1 : 10 ). By Bezout, it therefore has that line as a component 
and contains P, a contradiction. 
In the general case, consider P =( 1 :s,,: tq) ~SuppX(h) with 0 < p 5 CT/~ + 1 and 
O<q<&-1. Ifq>O, we define q lines Lo=~(Xz-toXo),...,L,_, =5(X,-t,_i&), 
and if p>O, we define p lines C;, =9(X1 - SO&),. . . , VP_, =3(X, - s,_l&). Also, 
we let m := max{n > xh / h,, >q), and we start by showing deg,(,,(P) sm. Clearly, 
we have m 2 p + q. 
In case m = p + q, the form nrLo’ (Xi - s;& ) nT:i (X2 - tjX0) defines a curve 
of degree m containing X(h)\(P), but not P. In case m>p + q, we consider the 
subscheme of X(h) consisting of those points of X(h) which are not contained in one 
of the lines LO ,..., L,_i, VO ,..., V1,_i (Fig. 3). This subscheme is contained in the set 
D={(l:s;:ti)Ip<i<m-q.q<j<m-p,i+j<m}. 
The set D is a Castelnuovo set itself, and by the first step we find a form F of degree 
m - p - q containing D\(P), but not P. Then F nf’o’ (Xl - six,) nT:i (X2 - t,&) 
defines a curve of degree m containing X(h)\(P), but not P. 
Finally, we show degXo,(P) = m. Suppose there is a curve of degree m- 1 containing 
X(h)\(P). Then, for i E { 1,. . ,q - l} at least 112 + 1 - i points of X(h) are contained 
in Lj. By Bezout and induction, the lines LO,. . . L,_ I are components of that curve. 
The residual curve has degree m - q - 1 and contains X(h)\({P} U lJp&‘(Li n X(h))). 
In particular, the residual curve contains m - q points on the line 9(X2 - t4&), i.e. 
by B&out the whole line. Thus, our curve vanishes at P and degxch,(P)=m. 0 
Example 1.10. In the situation of Example 1.4, i.e. if s, = i and t/ =j, one can find 
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Fig. 4. 
This means, we start by drawing the line z!z?(& - t2) and follow it to the rightmost 
point of X(h). Through that point we draw the diagonal line of slope - I. Its point 
of intersection with the Xl-axis has coordinate deg X(hj(P). In the picture, P = (1 : 1 : I ) 
has degree degX(,,,(P)=3. In general, the degree of P=( 1 : p:q) is #(X(h)nT(& - 
qX,))+q- 1. 
Corollary 1.11. The Custelnuovo set X(h) contuins exuctly (““T3) - (rsa+3Thn~+‘) points 
Proof. This follows by counting the number of points 
<h a,,+t - 1, 0 < i < o/,+ 1 -j} which are by Proposition 
of degree g/Z + 1. 0 
2. Schemes with many points of low degree 
ofWh)cr,>+i ={(l:s;:ti)lOI.i 
1.9 precisely the points of X(h) 
For a zero-dimensional subscheme X 5 P2 and n > 0, we introduce additional 
notations: 
X,,:={P~suppXl deg,(P)=n}, 
X5,, := {P l Supp X 1 deg,(P) 5 n}. 
Among all redwed zero-dimensional subschemes X 2 P2 with a fixed Hilbert function, 
the Castelnuovo set has the maximal number of points of degree 5 n (cf. [ 13, 2.3.41). 
In this section we prove a generalization of that result to the nonreduced case. But 
first we need to compare the degrees of two subschemes V, Y’ 2 X of colength one 
and their intersection Z = V’ n Y’. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose D/, V’ C X ure tivo subschemes of colenyth one such thut 
Cr ~,p # I”x;.p und C’~I,Q # crx,g for some P, Q E Supp X tz,itlz P # Q. Then Z := D/ n V’ 
su t isfies 
(a) deg Z = deg X - 2, 
Proof. (a) This follows from Remark 1.8(a) and the assumption P # Q. 
(b) Let ,fvl be a minimal separator of V’, and TV, its image in the ring Ry = 
K[&,XI,XZ]/IV. Since V # W’. we have fY, E Iz b \{O}, and therefore c(z..y < (yi’~x. 
In case XV,~ # xv’ ,x, the remaining claim r~~~~  I 5 xz.v follows from (c), so we shall 
assume now xy.x = c(~~~~. Let .f;? be a minimal separator of V in X, and yz E R 
a representative of a minimal separator of 77 in V. Letting d:= rVl:X - ~z/~,, our 
hypothesis implies x,dyz = /b,fkf + ,i,fiu 1 for some i. p E K. If i, = 0, then d = 0, because 
Iyl:~ = (,fyl) is a saturated ideal, and we are done. Hence, we can assume i f0. 
Since .(Iz E Rv is a minimal separator of Z in V, we get from Remark 1.8(b) that 
x; - YZ =xi(Q) - x0 - ~z+h, for some homogeneous element h; E I~:x of degree xz, v+l. 
Suppose now d> 1. Then (Iv;~)~, + t = 0 implies h; = 0. Next we calculate 
4&Z =x&%(Q)xoRr =xobl(Pv.,f_, + -a2,,~.r;~ 1 
and 
hence xi(P) =x;(Q) for i = 1,2. Thus P = Q. a contradiction. 
(c) Suppose d:= XVI.~--_~/Y >O. In case 6 := x~,~.~--_(y~~~ >O we get xiyz = Lx,“fv 
+ p,fvf for some I,, p E K. Since XII 1 .fvt, this implies p = 0, and then ya E Iv ‘v contra- 
dicts YH E Rv\{O}. In case 6 ~0, we get ,x-~~~JJ = /l,f:, 1 for some p E K\(O), contradicting 
x0 i ,fy,. Thus d = 0, as was to be shown. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Proposition 2.2. Let h hc (I Cu,strlnuoco jimction, X(h) u Custrlnuouo set .fbr h, ad 
X C p2 u zero-dinwnsionul suh.schcv~e ,vith A Hk = h. Then 
Proof. We proceed by induction on s = deg X. In case s = 1, the scheme X = {P} 
is a reduced point and deg,(P) = 0. In case s > I we suppose there is a subscheme 
X C p2 such that AHx = h and a minimal number d > 0 such that #X <d >#X(h) 5 (1. 
Then #X(h)lrl + 1 IX%,, and #XM,,-I I#X(h)sd-1 imply #X(h),, + I I#%, 
i.e. there is a point P E Supp X such that deg,(P) = d. A nonzero socle element of CIM,,J 
defines a subscheme Y C X of degree s- 1 with CT~.P # F’x,p and with ZV,X; = d. Thus, 
the Castelnuovo fuction h’ of V is given by 
h;, = AHy(n)= 
h,, if M # d, 
h,, - I if II = d. 
By induction, #Y’ < ,, 5 #X(h’) < ,? for n > 0. Therefore, we get _ 
#Wh’) 5 (I 2 #V 5 (I 2 #{Q E Supp V I Q #I’, de&,(Q) I d} 
Consider a point Q~Suppx\{P} and a subscheme V’ C X of degree s - 1 such 
that 6’vj.g # c X,Q and zpy = deg,(Q) for Z = Y n V”. Then, by Proposition 2.1(b), 
we have deg, (Q) = xz,v 5 xv/,x < deg,(Q), and we conclude 
#~(h’)<,,L#{QESupp~IQ#p,deg~(Q)Id}=#X<d- l>#X(h)l~ I. 
From the above description of h’ we get x(h’)= X(h)\{P’}, where P’= (I :s,/_/,,,+l : 
tj,,,_ 1 ). Since h’ is a Castelnuovo function again, we also get /zd+r = hi+, < h:, = hd - I, 
so that we can calculate the degree of P’ in x(h) using Proposition 1.9. We find 
deg,(,,(P’) = max{n > ah 1 h,, >I& - l} = d. 
For every point Q E Supp X(h)\{P’} with degxo,(Q) # u’, Proposition 2.1(c) yields 
degxc17,(Q) = degxol,(Q). For points Q E SUPP X(h)\{P’) with degxch,(Q) = 4
Proposition 2. I(b) yields deg,(,+ ,(Q) < d. Altogether, #Y%(h’) 5 I/ = #X(h) 5 d - 1, con- 
tradicting the above inequality. 0 
Note that obviously the inequalities #x, 5 #X(h),, cannot hold for all n 2 0, be- 
cause C,l>O #%, = deg x = C,,>O #X(h),, for reduced schemes IK. When dealing with 
nonreduced subschemes x C p’, we could hope for the stronger inequality 
in which each point P E Supp ZK of degree < n is weighted by its multiplicity dimK C’x,p. 
However, the following example shows that this stronger inequality does not hold in 
general. 
Example 2.3. Let x = 3(X,2,X,X2,X: -X:X, ) 2 p2. Then Supp X = {I’} with P = 
(1 :O:O) and degJ%==4, The socle of c x,,’ =K[X,.X2]/(X,‘,X,X~,X,3 -XI) is K.XI, 
so the only subscheme Y C x of degree 3 has xv,x = 1. Thus ~PESuppx,dcg_,~P~~I 
dimK (‘x,p =4, but #J%(h)<t = 1. 
In view of this example we shall restrict our attention from now on mainly to 
reduced zero-dimensional subschemes x c [14’. The following corollary is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 2.2 in that case. 
Corollary 2.4. Let h he u Custr1nzrot.o jirnction and X 2 P2 Y reduced zrrn-dimm- 
.sionuI .szrhsckvne u*itlz AHx = h. 
(a) WL~ k~ CPESupp x de&(P) 2 CPESupp Xch, degx,,,(P). 
(b) We huue #X O,,+I 2 #X(h),,r+l. 
Recall that a zero-dimensional subscheme X C $’ is called a Cuylrv-Buchuuuch 
.rchemr, if every subscheme V C X of degree deg X - I satisfies ILV, x = 0~ + I 
(cf. [ 10, 2.11). From Proposition 1.9 and Corollary 2.4 we get a new proof of the 
following well-known fact. 
-10 ah-1 ffh + 1 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
Corollary 2.5. Let h he N Custdnuoco ,ficnction ,z?th inz;uriunts xh and oh. The 
following condiitions ure cyuiuuh t: 
(a) Every reduced subscheme X C P2 nlitlz AHx = h is u CuylepBuchurucl scheme. 
(b) We /zave x/, = h,,,_, = h,,, = = h,,,+, i.e. h has the shupe shown in Fig. 5. 
3. Canonical decompositions 
From now on we let X C P’ be a reduced zero-dimensional subscheme. It is well- 
known that if X is a Cayley-Bacharach scheme, then its Hilbert function is of &creus- 
ing type, i.e. AHx(n + l)<AHx(n) for some n > 0 implies d&(m + l)<&fx(m) 
for all n 5 m < 0~ + 1 (see e.g. [2, 2.51). If AHx is not of decreasing type, we are 
now going to decompose it into “layers”, each of which corresponds to a Castelnuovo 
function of decreasing type (see Fig. 6). 
Definition 3.1. Let h be a Castelnuovo function with invariants x and CJ. 
(a) If nl,n2 E N are such that a<nl <n2 and h,,,_l >h,, = ... ~h,,~ >h,,+l, we call 
[n,,n~]a,flutofh. Wealsocall[x-l,no]aflatofh,ifno>x-I anda=h,_l=...== 
&,, > &,+I . We order the flats by increasing value of h. 
Suppose now that h has v flats. 
(b) We let ~1 =CJ + 1 and rI = max{n / h,, >h,,+l = h,,+I 2 h,+,} for i=2,. .., v. 
The number h,, , is the last value of h before the ith flat. 
(c) For i=O ,.... \t- 1 we let ~;=h,,+,+, and M,. = x The number x, is the value 
of h at its ith flat. 
(d) For i = 0 ,..., \I we let ;I, = max{n //I,,_, =h,l>h,ll~ > h,,,}. This maximum 
exists, except for the case I?,_ 1 >/I,, in which we let ;‘, = x - 1. The number 7; cor- 
responds to the last time h takes on its value x,. 
(e) For i= l,...,~ we let 
17 + 1 if 0 < n < ri - 1 - x,-l, 
LlH,(n) = 
i 
x, - %,-I if xj - x,-l ( iz < ;‘j - X,-I, 
h ,7+x,+, ~ Xi-l if ;‘, + 1 - X,-I 5 n 5 z, - a;_~, 
0 otherwise. 
The function AH, : Z + N corresponds to the ith luger of h, shifted by z,_, down and 
to the left. 
The importance of this decomposition of Castelnuovo functions comes from the 
following proposition which follows from the results of [2]. For the convenience of 
the reader. we include a reduction to those results. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X 2 P* he u reduced rrro-IAinlensionul subscheme H’ith 
Custelrwoao ,fimction h = AHw. Then these esists u utzique decomposition 
~=yQ’)~...~y$“’ 
into suhschen~e.s X(” C X such thut AH,,,, = AH, jbr i = 1,. , $1, \i-here I! is the nutdwr _ 
of’,Puts of’ h und AH, is the jiinction dejined in D+nition 3.1 (e). 
This decomposition is called the canonical decomposition of X. The subsets Xc’) C X 
are called the cunonicul components of X. For a function f : L + N and d E N, we let 
,~‘(“)(II) := min{u’.,f(n)} and call ,f‘(“) : Z ---f N the truncution of ,f at height u’. 
Proof. To prove existence of the canonical decomposition, we proceed by induc- 
tion on V. As the claim is trivially true in case v = 1, we can assume v > 2. Then 
h;.,_l = lz,., # 0 implies by [2, 2.31 that the elements in (IX):,, have a nontrivial gcd 
FI E K[&,X,,X2] which is homogeneous of degree XI = AHx(y,). By [2, 2.2b], we 
have #(wn~?(F,))= ~,l~z(AHx)(ll)(n), so that [2, 2.2a] yields AH,,,, =(AHx)(“l) = 
AH, for X(I) = X fl Y(F1). By [2, 2.7b], we have AHx~x,~,(n) = AHx(n + xl) - 
(AHx)(“l’(n+rl), and by induction, X\X ‘I) has a canonical decomposition X.\X” ) = 
x(2) u.. ux(“), Then x=x(I) (., (JX”) IS a canonical decomposition of X. 
Now we prove uniqueness. Suppose X=X (‘1 l;i.. ux(“’ = x[‘l u.. uxr,1 are two 
canonical decompositions of IX. Since AH,,I, = AHxrll = AH,, the scheme X(I) is con- 
tained in a curve % of degree 21, and XL’] is contained in a curve 55’ of degree xl. 
By [2, 2.21, it follows that % and %’ are fixed curves of (/x)~,, and by [2, 2.31, this 
fixed curve is unique, i.e. ‘G = CG’. Thus, X ‘I)= ~1’1 = X n %, and continuing this way 
we get inductively X (‘)=X1’] for i= l,...,v. 0 
For i = 1,. , V, we consider the subschemes X(2’) = IX(‘) U. . UX(“) of X, 
Corollary 3.3. Let i E { I,. . , v}. 
(a) For all n E Z w huw AH\,,,,)(n) = AHx(n + x,-l) - AH;-‘)(n + ai-1 ). 
(b) wt’ haue G~,,,I =T, - x,-l - 1. 
(c) Fur all P E Supp Xri) IIY htr~ deg,(P) 5 r,. 
(d) We huw CPESupp x deg,(P) 5 C:_, r, #X(“. 
Proof. Claims (a) and (b) follow from the proof of Proposition 3.2. Claim (c) is 
true in case i = I, because deg,(/-‘) 5 TI = 0;~ + I for all P E Supp X. In particular, 
every Q E Supp Xc’) satisfies deg,, p ,( Q) 5 ri - xi- I by (b). Since X\X(zi) = Xc’) U. . 
111X(‘-‘) is contained in a curve of degree x,-l, it follows that deg%(Q) < (T, -xi-l)+ 
x,-l = T,. Claim (d) follows by summing up the estimates of (c). 0 
Our next goal is to determine the relation between the degree of a point in X and 
its degree in its canonical component X(I). For this we need to generalize [6, 2.71 as 
follows. 
deg,,v(P) = 
degdf’) fbr Nil P E supp Y, 
degx(P) + %‘a, ,fiw all P E Supp X. 
Proof. (a) Let % =9”(F) for some FE K[&,XI ,Xlll. Since (Iv),, = (1~~ ),I for n 5 no, 
this polynomial F divides all elements of fxUv =1x riiv of degree < no. In fact, 
we have (Ix~w),, = F.(/x),,_, for /I 5 Q. Thus, H-,“v(n) = H~~(n)+dirn~(I~~/j~“~)~ = 
He/,(n) + dimK(KIX”,X,.X?]IIX:),,_-l = Hv(n) + H,%>(n - x) for n I no. 
(b) For n 5 no, the claim follows from (a). Thus, we have Hxuv(no) = Hx(no - r)+ 
Hv(no)= degX + Hv(no). Now Roy 5 ~~~~~~ and AHv(n) 5 AHxuv(n) for all n E Z 
yield 
2 degX + H,i(rro)+ c AHw(n)=degX +degV, 
Il:lli,L 1 
and therefore 0~ = cxuy as well as AHv(n) = AH ~~~(n)forno+l InIaxuv+l. 
Since Hx(n - x) = deg X for n 2 no, the claim follows. 
(c) Let m = max{n E Z 1 A&(n) = dH~~(n)}, let P E Supp V’, and let W’ = V\{P}. 
From Propositions 1.9 and 2.2 we know that XV’;\ = deg,(P) > m. By applying (b) 
for V” instead of N and PIO = m - I, we calculate 
AHxuv,(n) = AH%(n - a~) + AHo/! 
0 
= AHx(n ~ ay) + AHol(n) + 
if fl#x~~ k, 
-1 if rr=xvJ D/. 
Therefore. we get degXuV(P)= X~*J y =deg,(P). In case PE SuppX, we let X’= 
X\(P) and apply (b) in the analogous manner. Then 
= AHv(n) + A&(n - ry) + 
if n # XX’ y + xy: 
-1 if rz=c(x~,x -t Xv 
yields degXuY(P) = XX) x + XY = deg,(P) + XV. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the desired formula. 
deg,(P) = deg,,,,(P) + xi- I. 
Proof. This is shown by induction on v. The case V= 1 being clear, we can as- 
sume that \I> I. By the construction given in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we have 
X-;(I) = X nP(F, ), . . . X(“-‘) =(X\ U:Lf X(‘))n Y(F,._,), and F =F, ... F,._, defines 
a curve of degree x,._ 1 containing X(I) u ... uX(“-I), but not containing any point 
of X.(“). Now we apply Proposition 3.4 with X (I’) instead of x, with Xc’) u. ux(‘-l) 
instead of V’, and with ‘6 = Y(F), and we get 
deg,(P) = 
deg~,,,....,~,,~,,(P) if P~Supp(~“)~...~~(“-‘)), 
deg,,,,(P) + ~~-1 if P E Supp XI(“). 
Using the induction hypothesis finishes the proof. 0 
Recall that, by [2, 4.41 for every Hilbert function of decreasing type there exists 
a zero-dimensional reduced Cayley-Bacharach scheme X C p’ having that Hilbert func- 
tion. In case char K = 0, this follows also from Harris’ Uniform Proposition Lemma 
(cf. [7, p. 1971). Given an arbitrary Castelnuovo function, we shall now construct 
a zero-dimensional reduced subscheme X C p2 having that Castelnuovo function and 
canonical components which are Cayley-Bacharach schemes. 
Proposition 3.6. Let h : Z + N hc (I Custclmrovo firnction Ivith v ,jlats, und kt AH, 
he thr corrrspondimg ~ftinctions &$n~~ in Lkjinitiorz 3.1 (e). For couch i E { 1, . , v}, 
IL’C choose u reduced C~~~~lr~~--B~c~lzr~ru~~~ sc,hrmcJ Vi haciny Custrlnuotro fiawtion 
AHo: = AH,. 
(a) Thrrr are puojectiw coordirurte tr.unsffor.mtrtions 7; : p2 1 P2 ,fbv i = 1,. , v 
such that th sckww X = TI ( WI ) U . U7;( Y,.) 11tr.r Custrlnuovo jirnction AHx = h. 
(b) In thr cunonicul tkt~collipositiorl x = x (I) u uX(“) oj’ this scheme X we hme 
x(‘)=T,(Vj)jkr i=l,.... \I. 
(c) For i E { 1,. . _, Y} mtl P E Supp x(l) KY hall deg,(P) = TV. 
(d) We have CPEsuppX deg,(P) = x:1 , T, deg xci). In purticulur, thr bound of’ 
Corolbry 3.3(d) is .sharp. 
Proof. (a) Since in case I’= 1 we can choose TI = idIFL?, we may assume v > 1. For 
i E { 1,. , v - l}, we let rrz, = max{n > cc*, 1 AH,(n) = ro;}, and we observe that m, = 
;!;-~f-1 > 7i+l +2-r,_l ==cT~,,, +3+x, -x,_I =(TY,,, +3+u~~. Let KY_! be a curve 
of degree UY<_, containing V’,._, . We let 7; = idp: and we choose T.-l : P2 z P2 such 
that T,_I(%‘,,_~ ) does not contain any point of V/,.. Because of our observation above, 
we can apply Proposition 3.4(b) with VY instead of x, with ~;._,(V/,._I ) instead of V, 
with % = I’- 1 (+Z1.- 1 ), and with 110 = @I,._ 1. We obtain 
AH6~,(v~_,)V~(v,)(II)=AH~ (n-TV,_,)+ AH,:_,(n) 
for all n E 22’. Next we choose a curve %_z of degree x0;,_> containing V,-2, and 
7;,-2: P’ 1 P* such that 7;_2(%-~) does not contain any poini of ~;._~(V/,.-I)U~~(V~). 
By applying Proposition 3.4(b) in the analogous manner and continuing this proce- 
dure, we find projective coordinate transformations 7-1,. , r. such that x = 7-1 (VI ) U . 
u 7;,( VY) has Castelnuovo function 
A&(n)= AHv)(n - xb,._, - ... - xy,) + ... + AHv,(n) 
=AH,.(n-sc,._,)+...+AHl(n-xcl)=h,z. 
Claims (b)-(d) follow from Propositions 3.2 and 3.5. 0 
4. Schemes with extremal conductor ideals 
Given a reduced zero-dimensional subscheme X C P2, the projective coordinate ring 
R = K[XO,XI ,X2]/& is a one-dimensional graded Cohen-Macaulay ring with homoge- 
neous maximal ideal m = erri, R,, and a linear nonzero divisor x0 =X0 + IX, E R, 
Let Supp x = {PI, . , P, } and P; = (1 : pi : qi) for i = 1,. . , s. The homogeneous ideal 
of {P;} in X is the image p, of ‘1;, = (Xl - PiXu. X2 - q,XO) in R. We start this section 
with an explicit computation of the full ring of quotients Q(R) and the integral closure 
R of R in Q(R). 
Proposition 4.1. (a) We haw Q(R) E n;=, K( T, ), und t/w twwnitd nzup R - Q(R) 
is (jicm bj% 
r ++ (r-(I’, )T;‘, . , r(k’,)Ts”) 
Proof. Since M is a reduced scheme, we have R/p, g K[T,] with r, =x0 + p, for 
i = I.. ,s, and we have p, n . n p, =O. Thus, the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
yields an injection R - n;=, K[7;] which is given by r w (r(Pl)T;‘, ,r(&)q.“) 
for Y E R,,. For dimension reasons, this map is an isomorphism in degrees n 2 ox; + I, 
and therefore n;‘=, K[T;, ?-‘I S R,,,. From this claims (a) and (b) follow 
immediately. 0 
Definition 4.2. (a) We call 3 := {r E R 1 Y .R CR} CR the wnductor. i&u1 of X. 
(b) The number /(R/3) is called the conductor colemgth of X. 
Notice that /(R/g) is finite, since r RC R for Y E R,, and n > (rx + 1 (cf. 
Proposition 4.1). Recall that the following descriptions of 5 were proven in [.5, 3.131. 
Proposition 4.3. (a) Zrz i?, the idd 3 is yicrn by 5 = (T,d"g “” ‘, , TPeg”(“). R. 
(b) 07 R, r/w ideul 3 is yiaen bl* 3 = (fi, . . , fi.), 11 lere .I J; is a minimu septwator 
oJ’X\{P} in X. 
From those descriptions we immediately get formulas for /(p,/3) and /(R/3). 
Corollary 4.4. (a) We huw ((R/3) = CPESuppx kg,(P). 
(b) WtJ hce /(R/g)= CPtSuppx deg,(P) - cyi,” i.dHm(i). 
Proof. By Propositions 4.1(b) and 4.3(a), the ring p/g is isomorphic to n’;=, K[7;]/ 
( T,d%. (P, I), and this yields formula (a). Formula (b) follows from (a) and the exact 
sequence 
since we can calculate /(R/R) = C,“=,(d’ ImE: ii,, - dimK R,,) = C~&(.s ~ H%(n)) = ci’, 
C:L,,‘,!, dHm(i) = C,_. Oq+’ i. d&(i). 0 
Using the results of the previous sections, we are able to give sharp estimates for 
/(R/3) which depend only on the Castelnuovo function of X. 
Proposition 4.5. Let xs c P2 he II IT~ULI(XYI -emdiwzensionml subscheme with 
Custelnuot~o jimctiorz h = AH x, utd let X(h) hr .sonw Custelnuoco set ,fiw h. 
(4 WtJ huce /(R/8) 2 CrtSup,,.I.,ill dao,(P) - cizO ““+I i. AHx(i). The right-bud 
side of’ this inequulit)~ tkprrdr onl~~ on h. For un~’ Custelnuoco set jkw h it is m 
ryuulity. 
Proof. (a) Using Corollaries 2.4(a) and 4.4, we have ((R/3) = C,,tSUPP(x) deg,(P) ~ 
~:~~~’ i.AHx(i) 2 C ,JtSuppXoI) dw,,,,(P)-C:l,: ’ i. Ah(i) = ~Rxs~~S&~~~)~ i.e. the 
conductor colength is minimal for Castelnuovo sets among all reduced zero-dimensional 
schemes having Castelnuovo function h. The independence of the right-hand side of 
the choice of X(h) follows from Proposition 1.9. 
(b) The inequality follows from Corollaries 4.4(b) and 3.3(d). Schemes achieving 
equality have been constructed in Proposition 3.6(d). 0 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to relating conductor colength with 
the following invariants. 
Definition 4.6. (a) The number /(R:R) is called the .singulurity de<grec of X. 
(b) The number 6~ = /(R/R) - /(R/3) is called the superuhundu?zce of X. 
Remark 4.7. (a) The afhne cone % over X consists of s reduced lines in A3 meeting 
in the origin 0 = (O,O,O). For the local ring of % at 0 we have Qch,(j = R,,,. Since 
the singularity degree of X satishcs /(R/R) = /(X,,,/R,,,), it is nothing but the usual 
singularity degree of % at 0. As we shall see below, we always have /(R/R) > /(R/3) 
which explains the term “superabundance” for 6-. 
(b) It follows from the exact sequence 0 + R/s *R/3 +R/R + 0 that 
dx; = /(R/3) - 2C(Rig). 
Below we shall prove a refinement of the inequality 0% = /(R/3)-2((R/%) > 0 which 
was shown in [9, 3.71, for the local situation. 
(c) Using Corollary 4.4(b), we can express 6~ as dX =2x::,” i. AHx(i) - 
Cmupp x d%d0 
Our next proposition yields sharp inequalities for the superabundance of X. 
Proposition 4.8. Let X C P’ be u rrhicrrl ~rro-clinimsionul suhschrr~ie with 
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Proof. (a) The claim 6% 5 cider,,, follows from Corollary 2.4(a) and Remark 4.7(c). 
The claim 6~ > 6;, follows from Corollary 3.3(d) and Remark 4.7(c). Thus, we have 
to show (Sj, 2 0. For i = 0.. . , r x - I we let e, = go + 1 - max{n > xx / h,, > i} (see 
Fig. 7). 
Then we have 0 = ~‘(1 < (‘1 < < e, ,_I < CT~ + I - xx:, and using the notations of 
Definition 3.1, a straightforward calculation yields 
Similarly, starting from Xc’) we define numbers e(,‘) = (TX~,~ + 1 - max{n > xX,,, 1 AH,(n) 
>,i} for all i = I,. , I’ and ,j = 0,. . . , (i) x, - Y,_ l - I. Clearly, we have e, = e,_,_, - 
(UX + 1) + T,, and another straightforward calculation yields 
I’ 
- i - ~~-l)~(,j - e:‘)) + xx,_1 deg IX”’ 
i=l /=0 i-l 
Since z + 1 + e’.” - j - r,_ I = (T-\. + 2 - “ii 7,_, ~ (j + xi_ I ) is the number of points 
of X(h; containid in the line Y(X2 - t, b:, ._,Xo), and since the fact that AH, is of 
decreasing type implies e:” _ < j, we conclude that Sj, > 0. 
(b) From the formula above we find that (Si, = 0 if and only if v = 1 and e)” =j for 
j=o,..., 2% - 1. This in turn is equivalent to AH-t being symmetric. 
(c) We have Ox; = Sj) if and only if C,,tSupp”G deg,(P) = Cr=, T, deg X(j). In view 
of deg,(P)=deg,,,,(P)+x,_, < (~~,,,+l+x,_, 5 ~X,X,rJi+l+x,_l =T; for PE SuppX(‘), 
this happens if and only if each X (” is a Cayley-Bacharach scheme for i = 1,. . . , \I. 
(d) This claim follows immediately from (b), (c), and [ 1 I, 1. I]. 0 
Using the numbers e, = (TX + 1 .- max{n 2 ~1~ 1h,, > i} defined in the proof of this 
proposition, we can make the first inequality of Proposition 4.8(a) even more explicit. 
Corollary 4.9. We hacr &x(h) = tz-l(x~ - I )(30~ - 2a~ + 7) - C:_,‘.jc, > 6~. 
Proof. Each of the points of X(h) contained in Y(X, - ri&) has degree 0~ + I - e,. 
Plugging this into ox,,,, = 2 C:=,: ’ i. AHx(i) - C,,ESupp x deg,(P) = C~:,‘(Q + 2 - 
e, - .i>(m + 1 + j - eI) - C,lESu,,p x degX(P) yields the desired result after a short 
calculation. 17 
Our final result generalizes Corollary 2.5 and characterizes Castelnuovo functions h 
such that every reduced zero-dimensional scheme X having AHx = h satisfies 6~ = (j;. 
Proposition 4.10. For u Custcltluoco ,fim.tiorz h, the jdlo~bkg stritmzerlts ure 
equiculent: 
(b) In the decomposition (!f h (cf. Dejinition 3.1) IN’ hmr T; = yi jiw uII 
i E {I,. . . , it}. 
Proof. Suppose condition (a) is satisfied. In particular, this implies that S%(h) = 6;,, i.e. 
that CPESuppW(/r) deg,,,JP) = Cr=, T, deg LX(‘). As in the proof of Proposition 4.8(c), 
it follows that each X(‘) is a Cayley-Bacharach scheme. Thus, AH, is of the type 
described in Corollary 2.5, i.e. we have T, = ;‘,. 
Conversely, suppose that ;‘; = T, for i = 1,. , 13. Then Corollary 2.5 implies that each 
X(I) is a Cayley-Bacharach scheme. Thus, zPtSupp X deg,(P) = x1-, 5, . deg X(j), and 
the claim follows from Remark 4.7(c) and the definition of Si,. 0 
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